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The languages of sciences can be studied as sublanguages of natural language, in a way that shows what can
be done with the distributional methods of llnguistics, and
that also throws light on the structure of science.
Whatever else may be said about language, about its
meaning and use, there is a directly observable structural
property in that, first, every occurrence of language is a
linear combination of phonemes, and of words, with intonational or other suprasegmental features, and, second, that
certain combinations of these are found in occurrences of
language and certain others are not. Grammatical properties
which do not appear to be immediately combinatorial--above
all, transformations--are obtained as secondary propertles
of combinatorial structure, specifically as equivalence relations on them. (The term "combinatorial" is used without its
specific meaning in mathematics, in place of the somewhat
aberrant linguistic use of the term "cllstributional".)

A language can be characterized by (a) which phoneme
are in
it as against (b) those which are not. tsetween (a) and (b)
lie combinations which are marginal, i.e. about which no
decision or agreement can be reached. lt is not practicable
to make this characterization by listing all the (a), i.e.
grammatical combinations; therefore we have recourse to
statements of regularities as to which kinds of combination
are admittecl and which are excluded. lt is essential that
these statements be as unredundant as possible, e.g. that
they not state certain exclusions twice, as cases of different regularities. The reason for this stems from the fact
combinations, and especially what word combinations,
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that language has no outside metalanguage in which its
structure can be described, Any statements which characterize the words and sentence-structures of a language have
to be given in the same language (or in some other one)
using already the same kinds of words and sentence-structur€s which have to be defined. Hence the ultimate entities
and operations cannot be defined externally but must be
distinguished by their combinations in respect to each other,
by the constraints which characterize their departures from
randomness. These constraints on combination observably
exist in language, and are certainly related to the information which language expresses. The redundancies inherent in
these constraints thus characterize (or "predict") the ultimate entities and operations, Hence any further redundancies which are due to the way the grammar states the constraints will muddy the characterization: the grammar must
predict the existing combinations on the basis of the fewest
constraints possible.
When this is done, it is found that the sentences of a
language can be predicted by a partial ordering (rather
than some linear combination) on words, the partial order
being determined by the standing of the words in a single
hierarchy of dependence. In addition, a discourse ls characterized by there being some recurrence of families of these
partial orderings. These structural (combinatorial) properties
of language are accompanied by informational properties.
The partially-ordered dependence is called an "operator-argument" relation and has the semantic ef fect that the
operator states a property (event, act, etc.) of its arguments, The recurrence of sentences of a particular tamily
has the semantic effect of discussing (as against merely
announcing) the ev€nt or situation common to the sentences

of that family.

When the combinatorial investigations are made in discourses that arise around a particular, relatively narrow,
subject matter, the grammatical description which is
restricted to just these discourses differs in important
respects from the grammar of the whole language. In particular, if the subject matter is in a well-organized science,
the special grammar describes a sublanguage which is closed
under the operations of the language; and the grammar is
seen to reflect the objects and relations of the science. We
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find several classes of elementary arguments (roughly,
nouns) each of which occurs only under a particular class of
elementary operators (roughly, verbs or acljectives). This is
a situation which does not occur in a whole language, for
there every elementary operator (i.e. one whose arguments
are elementary, e.9. tall) can in principle occur on any elementary argument. The likelihoods for these operators (in
the whole language) are different: under tarrs we can
readify fincl slone and also word, and night, quite unlikely
clay (except perhaps to parallel night), and hardty at all
vacuum. But one cannot exclude even Vacuum teu t?om the
lan9uage, and one cannot establish subclasses of nouns and
of verbs such that only nouns of a given subclass can occur,
in sentences of the language, under a verb of a stated
subclass. In contrast, the exclusion of particular subclasses
from occurring with certain words is common in each particular science, In immunological articles we can f ind Lym-

pfrocytes secrete antibody, Lymphocytes produce antibody, plasma

cerrs produce antibody, prasma cerrs produce aggtutinin, prasrna
cens contain antibody, with C (lymphocytes, prasma carrs, being
first argument and A (antibocly. agglutinin) second argument

of V (contain, produce, secrefe), but never the opposite
order of arguments. In English as a whole, if someone said
the opposite order, e.g. Antibody secreles lymphocytas we would
say he is innocent of biochemistry but we could not say he
is annocent of English grammar, or he is not speaking English. In immunological articles we f ind The lissue was
intlamed, while fhe antibody was inflamed is excluded; but
again the latter cannot be excluded from English grammar.
Thus each science language has elementary operator
are restricted to occurring onty on particular
elementary argument classes, whereas the whole language
does not have such definite restrictions, only great differences of likelihood.
classes which

ln the material in a science, certain words which are
placed in the same class because they occur under the same

operator have to be assigned to different subclasses
there are other operators under which one of the
words occurs while another is excluded. For example, some
immunological articles have (in their analyzed form) Lymphocyles contain antibody but they do not produce antibody, Thrs
would be represented by CVA but Cy-A (using - to indicate
negation on the preceding symbol). Since this looks like a
because
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that language has no outside metalanguage in which its
structure can be described. Any statements which characterize the words and sentence-structures of a language have
to be given in the same language (or in some other one)
using already the same kinds of words and sentence-structures which have to be defined. Hence the ultimate entities
and operations cannot be def inect externally but must be
distinguishecl by their combinations in respect to each other,
by the constraints which characterize their departures from
randomness. These constraints on combination observably
exist in language, and are certainly related to the information which language expresses. The redundancies inherent in
these constraints thus characterize (or "predict") the ultimate entities and operations. Hence any further redundancies which are due to the way the grammar states the constraints will muddy the characterization: the grammar must
predict the existing combinations on the basis of the fewest
constraints possible.
When this is done, it is found that the sentences of a
language can be predicted by a partial ordering (rather
than some linear combination) on words, the partial ord€r
being determined by the standing of the words in a single
hierarchy of dependence. In addition, a discourse is characterized by there being some recurrence of families of these
partial orderings. These structural (combinatorial) properties
of language are accompanied by informational properties.
The partially-ordered dependence is called an "operator-argument" relation and has the semantic effect that the
operator states a property (event, act, etc.) of its arguments. The recurrence of sentences of a particular family
has the semantic effect of discussing (as against merely
announcing) the event or situation common to the sentences

of that family,

When the combinatorial investigations are made in discourses that arise around a particular, relatively narrow,
subject matter, the grammatical description whlch is
restrict€d to just these discourses differs in important
respects from the grammar of the whole tanguage. In particular, if the subject matter is in a well-organized science,
the special grammar describes a sublanguage which is closed
under the operations of the language; and the grammar is
seen to reflect the objects and relations of the science. We
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find several classes of elementary arguments (roughly,
nouns) each of which occurs only under a particular class of
elementary operators (roughly, verbs or adjectives). This is
a situation which does not occur in a whole language, for
there every elementary operator (i.e, one whose arguments
are efementary, e.g. tall ) can in principle occur on any elementary argument. The likelihoods for these operators (in
the whole language) are diff erent: under farrs we can
readily find slone and also word, and night, quite unlikely
clay (except perhaps to parallel night), and hardly at all
vacuum. But one cannot exclude even Vacuum tell trom the
language, and one cannot establish subclasses of nouns and
of verbs such that only nouns of a given subclass can occur,
in sentences of the language, under a verb of a stated
subclass. In contrast, the exclusion of particular subclasses
from occurring with certain words is common in each particular science. ln immunological articles we can find Lymphocytes secrete antibocly, Lymphocytes produce antibody, Pras.na
cerrs produce antibody, Prasma cerrs produce agglutinin, P/asma
cerrs conla,n antibody, with C (lymphocytes, prasma cerrs) being

first argument and A (antibocly. agglutinin) second argument
of V (contain, producet secrete), but never the opposite
order of arguments. In English as a whole, if someone said
the opposite order, e.g. Antibody secreles lymphocytes we would
say he is innocent of biochemistry but we could not say he
is innocent of English grammar, or he is not speaking €ngish, ln immunological articles we f incl fhe tissue was
inllamed, while fhe antibody was inflamed is excluded; but
again the latter cannot be excluded from English grammar.
f

Thus each science language has elementary operator
are restricted to occurring only on particular
elementary argument classes, whereas the whole language
does not have such definite restrictions, only great differences of likelihood.
classes which

In the material in a science, certain words which are
placed in the same class because they occur under the same

operator have to be assigned to different subclasses
because there are other operators under which one of the
words occurs while another is excluded. For example, some
immunological articles have (in their analyzed form) Lymphocyfes contain antibody but they do not produce anlibody, This
would be representect by CVA but CV"A (using " to indicate
negation on the preceding symbol). Since this looks like a
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contradiction, and so is not a satisfactory repres€ntation,
we set up two subclasses, V. (contain' and in the reverse
direction is tound in) and V^ (producQ, torm, synthasizQ)
I'
yiefdinq CVA but cv:A.
iP
In the el€mentary arguments, many subclasses (which
are highly technical terms) are found to contain only one
meaning. some of the words in the subclass have different
meanings in the science, but the difference is irrelevant to
the particular article or to the particular research problem
whose grammar is being investigatect, An example is seen in
anttbody and agglutimn above. A more important case of synonyrny relative to the immediate subject-matter is seen in
many operator-classes, such as y^ above, where it seems as
if many <tifferent words are mefnbers of a single subclass.
In scaences such as mathematics, physics, chemistry, and
much of biology, it is found that the dif ferent operators
which appear in the same class are synonymous in respect
to their arguments in the science. That is to sdY, their
meaning differences in the whole language are not used in
the science material. For example, the differences between
syafrr€sr2e and produce, which are reflected in their clifferent
arguments and farther environments in English, do not
apply in the immunology articles, where both verbs have the
same arguments. The importance of this synonymity lies ln
the fact that the open-endedness of the English vocabulary
in science is only apparent and not real: an author can
draw for ttre yP position upon any word that even remotely
means "to make"; but in so doing he is not using the particular meaning of the word, but merely using different
phoneme sequences for the one entity V^. Hence the science
is operating not with an open vocabulary, but wlth a small
explicit set of word-classes and subclasses, many of which
have only one member, i.€. do not have dltferent members
with different meanings and details of €nvironment.
The effect of this is that we have for each small subscience a well-clef ined set of word-classes and subclasses,
which constitute the vocabulary sufflcient for statlng the
facts of that subscience. These classes have been established in respect to their operator-argument combinations
(and secondarily in respect to their farther environment);
therefore their occurrences necessarily constitute sentenc€s.
These ere the elem€ntary sentences of the sclence, whlch in
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addition to the operators and their arguments may have
modif iers or local additions (all of which are ultimately
derived from secondary operators) attached to one or
another o{ the main words of the sentence. Each elementary sentence in the subscience can therefore be written as
a f ormula in the f ixed word classes and subclasses and
modifiers of the science. For the moment we consider the
formulas only as a normal form for the sentences, enabling
us to know where each item of information is to be found,
and enabling us to compare sentences in a regular way,
and the like. Ultimately one can consider the formulas to be
the sentences of the science.
The conjunctions which operate on pairs of elementary
sentences (or formulas) have not as yet been found to fall
into a fixed vocabulary of subclasses with fixecl constraints
on their combinability with the sentences or with each
other. So far, we can only say that the conjunctions are
used as in the language as a whole. lf a special structure
is found in the use of conjunctions in science' it woulcl
presumably be not unique to each science (and so part of
the particular grammar of that science), but rather common
to a certain set of sciences and so belonging to the grammar of scientific discussion in general. There is, however,
one field where the conjunctions are organized into specified subclasses with specified constraints, so that they are
as much part of the grammar of the science as are the
sentences on which the conjunctions operate. This case is
mathematics, where therefore not only the possible sentence
structures but also the possible sequences of them (determined by the conjunctions on them) are well-defined, i.e.
have well-formedness conditions, This last is seen in proof
structure.

In contrast, there is many a subject-matter looser than
the above-rnentioned sciences which has a largely unstructured open vocabulary of operators, drawn from the whole
language and used in the subject-matter in the same
meanings they have in the whole language' Some of these
fields, e.g. history, frdY lack a more-or-less closed vocabulary even in their nouns. Such openness of vocabulary may
hold even for fiel<ls such as law which have a great amount
of technical terminologY, if it is found that the full breadth
of natural tanguage can be combined with the special terminology, In atl these open-vocabulary cases, it is not
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possible to use a priori combinatorial grouncls so as to
reduce all sentences of the fielct to formulas of fixed
structure.

To all this we have to adcl that any sentence of the
or conjunctional combination of s€ntences, can
be an argument of a metalinguistic operator: e.g. I has been
shown fDal lymphocytes contain anlibocty. Other metalinguistic
operators have nouns (primitive arguments) of the sublanguage as their arguments: They studied lymphocytes. The
metalinguistic operators and certain material attached to
them are constrrrcted according to the vocabulary and
grammar of the language as a whole and do not accord
with the sublanguage grammar, even though they are part
of the language of science.
gublanguage,

As an example of the language of a particular subscience, consider here the grammar of a set of articles,
published in the course of some 35 years, on the question
of which cell was the producer of antibody. 0n combinatorial
grounds, it was found that the articles contained the folfowing word-classes:6 (arfigens), J (is iniected),8 (animal
or body-part), F (intection), U'(move), f (tissue), C (ce/t), $
(structures within cell), W (respond, with T, C, or S as
subject), A (antibody), V (verbs with A subject and C or f
indirect object), Y (verbs with C subject and object, e.9. r's
called, deyelops inlo). These class€s combined into just a few
sentence-structures, namely GJB (as in Antigen was ,niected
subcutaneously ) , GW (The antigen travelled fo tDe lymph nocle )
and WC (The antigan was laken up by lymphocytes), TW (Tho
lymph nodes were intlamed), AilT (Lymphoid cells leave the tymph
nodes), CW (The lymphocytes disintegrate), SCW (The cytoplasm
in the lymphocytes was broadened), AvC (Antibody is prasent in
plesma c€rrsr, Cfc (Tha plasma cer/s were derived lrom brasl
cerrs), Disregarding synonyms (e,9. nodes and glands, or is
found in and is contained in), and words whose meaning differences in the science are not relevant to the combinatorial possibilities (or results) in those articles (e.9. as among
the various antigens here discussed), only a few of these
classes contained subclasses whose combinations differed, in.
a cf etail, from each other. There is U'' (is arrasted in), Uq
(perisDes in), in addition to U, There are almost Z0 sub(rymph nodes), etc.i and 7 of
cf asses of L' tD lotood1, {'
C: C' (lymphocytes), C- (plasma cerrs), etc.; and some 10 of
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S; .' cn(cytoplasm), S' (nucleus), etc.. Of W there are some
15^ subclasses, s{ch as }yd (re,act), wt 1is-in1, Wp (muttipty),
w" lchange), w"'(mature), w" (move), w" gdisintegratel, and
severaf specific to particular S, such as We
with
^Teccentric)
S" sublect. Of A the main subclasses are Ao(substance)
and
Ar (protein).'otherwise
it
is
antibody or the equivalent. In V
(appears in), V'(rs producec! in), V- (passes
there is YtDu
through), Y" (is secreled trom), V' (ls slored in). y is, is same
as, but Yc is devetops (trom, into).
There are no relevant combinatorial diff erences among
the words within a subclass (written as symbol with subscript), or a class without subscript. Hence each subclass or
subscriptless class symbol is just one word in the vocabulary
of this subscience. To these words, in the above sentencestructures, there are occasionally added modifiers (derived
from relative clauses, hence from subordinate sentences)
and local operators: e.g. aspectual local operators such as
begin to, and n€gative ones such as f ait to; negation and
quantity modifiers such as not, few, increased; prepositional
operators such as trorn, fhere is a local operator which is
important in this subscience have a role in, be capable oti
and time modifiers (until the 7th day); and a few modifiers
relevant for this field such as in vitro, mature, disintegrating,
tamily.

The sentences of the articles can be transformed, using
a priori precisely stated transformations, into a sequ€nce of
formulas each composed of some of the stated subclasses or
classesf possibly carrying stated modifiers, organized into
one of the sentence types listed above, These formulas are
in many cases joined together by means of conjunctions.
One class of (largely synonymous) conjunctions is so
restricted in its environment that sentence pairs connected
by it may be considered a single " macro-sentence" of the
science, This is is lollowed by, lhereafter, etc,, symbolized
here by cofon which occurs between GJB or GUT (or GUC)
and a following W or V or Ycsentence. The J and U sentences can be considered to report the stimulus, and the
w, v. or yc sentences the response, The macro-sentence
formula is thus
GJA' ... U ... : . .. W/V/YC .. .
(where . . . X, .. indicates a sentence whose operator--e,9.
verb--is XJ, with ..,U.,. being most often unmentioned
and GJ8.' often zeroed.
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Finally, these sentences, and less frequently individual
words, of the science-language, often appear as arguments
of operators which may loosely be called metalinguistic.
There are several classes of these: e.g. lnvesligalors (or a
name) haye suggested that followed by a science sentence; or
We excised followed by a science word (e.9. tDe nodes).

The validity of the analysis is shown not only by its
being acceptable as a reasonable organization of the content of the articles, but also by the fact that in those
places where it is known that the articles disagreed, or
that new information or conclusions were reached, the
above structure of the formulas shows appropriate differences, This in itself is evidence for the adequacy of the
distributional method in linguistics in achieving a structure
that conforms to the meanings of what is being talkecl
about. One could of course argue that the reality with
which a science (or any other language use) is dealing is in
general, or grossly, a continuous and continuously varyang
object which cannot be fully described by any system of
discrete phonemes and words. But that is a question for
the science itself, rather than for its language. Each science that succeeds in describing or predicting something
about the world does it with a use of language and mathematics, which consist essentially of discrete symbols. The
methods mentioned above suffice to organize the words and
sentences of scientific reports into a vocabulary and a formulaic sentence structure which are at each point in correspondence with the information of the science and with
changes in that information.
The grammar sketched above has three structurally separated components. one is the sentence (or macrosentence)
types of the particular subscience, which may contain sentences of a priori science as arguments or subordinate
cleuses, A second is the conjunctions, or hierarchies of conjunctions, on sequences of science-language sentences
(excluding, in the case above, the colon which is part of
the science-language macrosentence), which may differ
appreciably as among different types of sciences. Last is
the " metalinguistic" material operating on sentences or
words of the science-language; this material may differ only
in secondary respects (e.9. in its verbs) as among clifferent
types of science.
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The conjunctions are particularly important because they
may help in characterizing constructions which carry out for
science some of the functions of proofs in mathematlcs. ln
the discussion section of articles it is seen that statements
of conclusions are in general preceded by a sequence of
sentences of the science, which provide the grounds for the
conclusion. The preceding sentences and the conclusion are
of the same sentence types, and the sequence apparently
has to satisfy certain special conditions as to which words
may occur in a given word-class position in successive sentences (e.9. as to having matched modifiers, or being classifier-words). Given such a sequence, certain hierarchies of
conjunctions may suffice (together with certain metalinguistic operators) to assure that the last sentence of the
sequence follows from the preceding ones.

The whole subject presented here can be looked at
somewhat differently. In the case of the immunology articles
discussed above, it was found that when French articles in
the f ield were analyzed, the same word-classes and sen-

tence types appeared as in the Engtish articles. The language of each set of articles can be considered a sublanguage of ats particular natural language. But the language
common to them all, consisting of the word subclass symbols
(which suffice as a vocabulary) and their sentence types, is
not a sublanguage of either English or French. Instead, it
can be looked upon as an independent linguistic system
sufficient for articles in a particular research area. As
such, it has certain statable structural relations to the
grammars of its prior sciences and of its immediately
neaghboring research areas (e.9., in this case, the transfer
of donor cells f rom sensitized animals to others, in order
to investigate immune response in the recipients); and it
has various similarities to the grammars of other sciences.

lf we consider the grammars of various sciences in
comparison to those of natural languages and of mathematics, we see certain common properties to all, and certain
major and understandable differences among the three
types of structures. The greatest differences between the
science languages and natural language are that the metalanguage (in the technical sense) of a science language is
outside the science language, whereas the metalanguage of
a natural language is necessarily in it. Because of this, all
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the word-classes of a natural language can be defined only
in respect to a common co-occurrence requirement (ar9ument-operator), while each word-class of a science-language
can be def ined (in English, etc., as metalanguage) as cooccurring with arbitrary other classes, Within this over-all
difference, the differences between grammars of sciences,
or of dif ferent periods and problems within a single science, fit the differences in content--that is, the differences in the constraints of reality--in the various subjectmatters. More generally, the differences between science
languages, natural language, and mathematics f it the dif ferent constraints of reality that are involved in the subject-matters of each of these. Thus the structure of grammars is seen to be related to the constraints of dealing
with the real world, in ways reminiscent of the views of
the Vienna positivists and even of some of the American
pragmatists.

